
Raising the Level of 
Thinking in Reading 

Notebooks. 



Reading Notebook 
Entry 

-  Collecting jots to lead to a reading 
response. 

 
-  Revisit old jots and revise our 

thinking. 
 
-  Using writing as a tool to think 

about our reading. 
 
-  Noticing key parts of a text and 

stopping to grow theories.  
 
 



Examples of Student Entries 
Compare and contrast 
story elements across 

books 

Symbolism relating to 
characters and 

themes 



Examples of Student Entries 
 Characters revealing 

themes. Tracking jots 
across a story 

Tracking a repeated 
concept in a text  



Examples of Student Entries 
Synthesizing prior 
jots to outline an 

author’s craft reading 
response 

Growing ideas about how 
character change can lead 

to themes 



Reading Response 
Expectations 

-Responses begin with a topic sentence that communicates the writer's 
thesis. 
 
-Details from the book support or relate to the thesis. 
 
-Organization is structured with a beginning, middle, and end. 
 
-Sentence structure, spelling, punctuation, and capitalization are mostly 
correct.  



Possible Thesis Topics 
●  I can use this tool to focus 

my ideas, jots, and 
responses. 

●  I can use this tool to make 
personal reading goals. 

●  I can use this tool to prompt 
my reading response thesis.  
○  “I am noticing that the 

author shows the theme 
of family love through 
dialogue.” 

●  I can use this tool to support 
my thesis with details and 
examples from the text.  

 



Student Examples of Reading Response Thesis 
There are two themes in Harry Potter, they are 

friendship and bravery. These themes are shown 
through character change and character action.  

In Navigating Early, the part where Jack leaves Early 
in the boating contest and competes alone relates 
to the whole because it shows a theme of 
betrayal.  

I think the knotted string is a symbol of faith in the 
book The Healing Spell.  

In Number of the Stars by Lois Lowry, the main 
character has to do something important for the 
war and learn about friendship along the way.  



Student Reading Response Example 



Student Reading Response Example 



Rubric: 



-Name the skill work (character analysis, author’s craft, mood, etc.) 

-Score the student reading response. 

 “Where does the response fall on the rubric? Why?” 

-Write a piece of feedback for the student 

 “What did the student do well?” 

 “What could a goal for the student next time?” 

Using your rubric... 



Structure and Tools to 
Support Independent 
Writers 
5th grade  
2016-2017 



Overview   •  Unit Launch 

•  Structures and tools to support independent writers:   

•  I Can Menu 

•  Mentor Text 

•  Goal Setting 

•  Writing Rubric 

•  Whole Class Mini Lessons, Small Group, and 
Individual Conferences 

 

  

 



Writing Process 

On demand based on unit of study 

I Can Menu 

Mentor text  

On demand  

Goal setting (based on I Can Menu)  

Seed ideas 

Flash drafting 

Revise whole group/small group/conferences 

Edit 

Publish 



I Can Menu 
•  Every unit has a list of I can statements that show the big 

ideas and objectives that the students are expected to 
learn. 

•  The statements in these subcategories slightly alter 
depending on the unit of study.  

•  I Can Menu is divided into subcategories:  

•  -  Meaning- Elaboration- Structure 

 



Mentor Text  
•  A mentor text is used for students to see a finished product 

of the writing the students will be working on.  

•  In the beginning of each unit, a whole class annotates the 
text noticing what techniques the writer uses.  

•  It is later used during Mini Lessons where we explain the 
strategies of how to implement these techniques in their 
own writing.  

 



Now You Try…... 
Put I can Menu 

-Parents need: 

     -I can menu 

 - Mentor Text 

- Student On Demand 



Goal Setting  
•  After reviewing and annotating the mentor text referring back to 

the I Can Menu, students do this same work with their on demand 
writing piece.  

•  Based on their understanding of mentor text, they self-assess and 
create their own goals.  

•  Students choose one goal under structure and one or two goals 
under elaboration that they wish to work on during the start of the 
unit.  

•  Mini Lessons and small groups will be based on these goals.  

 



Rubric 
Aligned with I Can Menu, shows progression of the 

subcategories.  

Used for self-assessment, goal setting, revision and editing.  

Scored with numbers corresponding to grade levels  

Notes if writing meets grade level specifications or if writing 
resembles the work expected one year below or above 
grade level.  

Effective writing instruction happens when students have 
clear goals and frequent feed back. 

 

 

 



Small Group 
Based around outcomes of students' self-

assessment, goal setting and mini lesson topic.  

Based on teacher's research of student needs   

A good conference begins with deep listening 

Research, Decide, Teach and Link 

 



Nonfiction throughout the year 
 •  Informational writing: feature articles on topics of personal 

expertise 

•  Literary and Comparative Essay is an opinion piece (ties into 
writing about reading) 

•  Argument/Opinion writing advances students’ ability to write 
opinion-based and nonfiction texts 

•  Lens of History will blend opinion writing and informational 
(requires research) 

•  Key components are structure, subtopic organization, elaboration 
and text engagement. 

 



Fiction Writing  
Narrative craft 

 

Memoir (narrative and opinion-based) 



How Can You Help? 
 

Always insist that all of their writing contains clear 
thoughts and is supported with details and/or 
evidence.   

Their writing should always be interesting. :) We will 
send home one draft per unit with feedback.  
Encourage them to make the suggested 
improvements. 

 





Math Unit Trajectory 

Launch 
  

Preview and 
Pre-Test 

Instruction-
inquiry, 

computation, 
fluency, 

problem-
solving 

Review Post-Test and 
Reflection 



Identify the Struggle 







Put Your Plan Into Action! 





The Explanation 


